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The Central Square Advisory Committee (the “Committee”) met on Wednesday, February 19,
2020 to review and comment on the Central Square Redevelopment LLC (c/o Cliff Schorer) (the
“Applicant”) proposal to build 29 micro-unit apartments – where 20 units of any size are
allowed by right – above existing ground-floor retail at 544 Mass Ave.
This meeting was conducted pursuant to the provisions of Section 20.300 of the Cambridge
Zoning Ordinance. The Committee is appointed by the City Manager to undertake all large
project reviews of variances and special permits for activities within the Central Square Overlay
District (the “District”), and to monitor the progress of the Central Square Non-Zoning
Recommendations of the 2013 K2C2 Study (the “Study”).
***
According to the Applicant, due to the high costs of construction, a literal enforcement of the
ordinance would result in the loss of local retailers and an enlargement of the floorplate on
each floor to allow for larger residential units. Additionally, per the Applicant, due to the
substantial demand for inclusionary and market units at a smaller scale and lower price point,
the addition of 29 micro-units could address this demand, relieve pressure on existing familysize units in the surrounding neighborhood, and alleviate the substantial financial hardship of
preserving and renovating the existing building.
The Committee’s comments spoke to the complexity of the issues that impact this project,
reiterating the need for a wide variety of housing options and the need to preserve and nurture
cultural assets. A Committee member stated that, while the use of micro-size seems
appropriate on this site, given the project’s constraints, there is still a substantial need for
family-sized units. Another pointed out the unfortunate nature of pitting housing needs against
the arts, however unintentional it may be. Both are critical needs in the District and require
creative solutions.
Committee members in attendance were not opposed to the proposed project.
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Additional Committee Questions/Comments
• Since the Dance Complex is not set back on the upper floors, could you approach this
building in the same way? Is it possible to match the massing of the adjacent building?
o The current zoning ordinance does not allow it. Also, the current façade is weak
and must be restructured in order to accommodate the additional weight.
• The property does not extend all the way to Green Street. How do you anticipate
constructing on such a limited site?
o It’s extremely challenging. As much as possible, it must be prepared off-site then
assembled on site. In order to access the basement to work on the building’s
foundation, there must be an arrangement with Teddy’s Shoes. The other issue
is how to keep retail viable during this process (Teddy’s Shoes and Five Spices
House).
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•

What’s the expected price point for the micro-units?
o The price points are based on $47/sf which is the market average in the area. It
ranges between $1320-1800 a month, depending on unit size.

Public Questions/Comment
There were 19 members of the public present.
Members of the public in attendance spoke in support of the existing tenants of the upper
floors – Studio 550 and the Center for Marxist Education – who would likely be displaced. The
Applicant made known the commitment to assist in finding suitable and appropriate locations
for these tenants.
Public comment also spoke to the larger issue of a history in Central Square of the displacement
of cultural assets, which is ironic for a place that has been designated as an “cultural district”
by the State. How can we put a stop to this cycle? How can we protect the uses in buildings
that are used for and by the arts community? “What can the City do to preserve its cultural
assets, particularly when the arts are a major factor in creating the social and economic base
that facilitate development”, one member of the public expressed.
On the topic of housing in Central Square, a member of the public expressed their lack of
enthusiasm for the micro-units. At the time that the inclusionary percentage was increased,
they explained, the City said there was a lack of 3bd units. Tenants said they would hold out on
studio-size units in favor of the larger ones. In the rezoning of Central Square, many in the
community specifically said that micro-units were not a desire. We wanted units that people
could stay in for longer periods of time. These units are not providing the kind of housing that
we really need.
Letters of support were also sent electronically. They have been attached to this report.
Committee Members Present
• Melissa Greene
• Esther Hanig
• Tahir Kapoor
• Robert Winters
Committee Members Absent
• Joel Altstein
• Christopher Sol Gully
• Michael Monestime
Project Team
• Cliff Schorer, Central Square Redevelopment LLC

submitted on behalf of the Committee,
Wendell Joseph, Neighborhood Planner
Community Development Department
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Dear Cambridge Council (via Callie at Studio at 550),
Over the last few years, Central Square (and the greater Cambridge area) has
lost important arts communities & venues such as the EMF space, Green Street
Studios, and TT the Bears to the “progress” of high end real estate
development and raising rents. As a successfully self-employed musician
living in Cambridgeport, I marvel and am disgusted by Central Square’s
Cultural District designation. What can those words mean to those who care
about the vitality of the arts in Cambridge and see the city do nothing to
support the arts communities that have contributed successfully to the Square
to give it that designation? They are empty words and a convenient way for
the city to capitalize on the culture that these arts groups have worked so
hard to foster without any work from the city. Please do not let the Studio
at 550 be another victim of the Cambridge Council’s inability to step in to
maintain the arts component of Central Square’s Cultural District by stopping
the proposal of the landlord of 544-550 Mass Ave. to redevelop the property
into micro-unit residential apartments. Stop the previous cycle in Cambridge
of taking advantage of thriving arts communities for the city’s economic gain
and support the arts communities that are still left in Central Square while
we still have them.
Thank you,
Valerie Thompson

Joseph, Wendell
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Flightorvisibility Music <flightorvisibilitymusic@gmail.com>
Wednesday, February 19, 2020 7:39 PM
Joseph, Wendell
Statement read at committee meeting

Hello Mr. Joseph,
Thanks for asking me to send you the statement I read at your committee meeting.
Here’s the statement:

Hi, my name is Rafael Natan, I am a local performance artist and I am also the events coordinator at
Make Shift Boston. I was a Cambridge resident last year but was priced out.
Today I am here in Solidarity with Studio at 550. Like Make Shift, Studio 550 is one of the few spaces
in the greater city where any artist can rent space affordably to realize their vision. I remember going
to one particularly memorable event at Studio 550 where musicians and dancers were encouraged to
develop an improvised story performance together. This event completely changed the way I perform
and teach and it is of utmost importance that we as citizens of the Greater Boston area continue to
hold space for these kinds of community events.
In my 9 years in Boston, I have seen at least 12 different community spaces like Studio 550 shut down,
that rate being greater than 1 per year. Rents for such spaces are going up and we honestly can’t
afford to lose any more of these spaces.
Additionally, I’ve seen an influx of new luxury housing units, often remaining vacant for years while
market rate of the neighborhood catches up to the rate of the new developments. Meanwhile our
homeless population is growing and the income metric to consider a unit “affordable” is significantly
higher than the annual income made by anyone i know in the extended artist community.
The landlord of 550 mass ave mentioned $30,000 a year as a metric for affordability. As a full‐time
artist, I make about $5,000 a year and I’m one of the lucky ones, one of the few people who does not
have student debt. If I did, I would not be able to live in Boston at all.
So my question is how are we going to continue to hold space for working artists and how are we
going to insure that new housing projects actually cater to those who need housing the most?
Sincerely,
‐‐
Rafael Natan
Oboist, Violinist, Singer, Songwriter, Educator
pronouns: They/Them/Theirs
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IG: @flightorvisibility
New single: Always
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Joseph, Wendell
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Studio at 550 <callie@studioat550.org>
Thursday, February 20, 2020 12:07 AM
Joseph, Wendell
Fwd: support letter

Dear Central Square Advisory Committee,
I write this letter as a performing artist who moved to Cambridge 10 years ago because of the work and professional
development opportunities this city offered. While I no longer live in Cambridge due to rising rents, it has continued to
be the home of my artistic practice thanks to places like Studio550, The Dance Complex and Green Street Studios, which
have been the equivalents of offices or workshops for me and so many other artists who need the resource of space to
develop their work. It is due to this practice, in these places, that I am able to teach and enrich the lives of people in the
community at places like the Cambridge Public Library, Cambridge Citywide Senior Center and Cambridge Friends
School, and create and perform work in countless venues and public places around the Boston area.
As arts organizations and businesses such as Out of the Blue Gallery, EMF, Green Street Studios and others have been
forced to close due to egregious rents and what seems to be the prioritizing of income versus healthy, robust
communities by both property owners and the city, I am deeply concerned that these places of work, creation and
leisure are not being protected. Once a beacon of productivity, hope and innovation in the arts, Cambridge is becoming
a place of gentrified, class homogeny.
I urge you to actually demonstrate your proclamation of Central Square being a "Cultural District" by saving our spaces
for arts and culture for all residents and visitors alike. Insist that developers and property owners respect Cambridge's
long standing commitment to supporting people of all walks of life. Help them to realize that taking away spaces for arts
and culture takes away jobs, opportunities for personal and communal growth and the character that helps to make
Cambridge the special city that it is.
I am happy to discuss this further and help advocate for Studio 550 and other spaces. I can be reached at
kara@karafili.com should you like to connect.
Thank you for reading and for your work on this matter,
Kara Fili
‐‐
Educator / Artist / Administrator
MFA Interdisciplinary Arts; Concentration in Performance Creation
www.karafili.com
978 - 500 - 1079
She / Her / Hers
"It Goes Like This...Stories of Movement"
a multi‐modal evening of storytelling at The Dance Complex
March 27, 2020

https://storiesofmovement20.eventbrite.com
IGLT fundraising page: gf.me/u/xf3ct5
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@ItGoesLikeThis_Events
#itgoeslikethis2020
FB Event: https://www.facebook.com/events/156699349082500/
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Joseph, Wendell
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Olive Rappoli <orappoli@gmail.com>
Thursday, February 20, 2020 6:31 PM
Joseph, Wendell
sjoseph@cambridge.gov
550 Massachusetts Ave

Hello Wendell,
My name is Olive, I attended the Central Square Advisory Committee meeting on February 19th regarding the proposed
development at 544‐550 Massachusetts Avenue. I’d like to say first off, thank you for facilitating the meeting, I found it
very informative! I am a shy soul and this was the first meeting of its kind that I have attended, but I felt very much
compelled to be present to support the case for preserving the arts scene in Central Square.
I have been coming to Central Square for dance, music and art for the last 7+ years. I am a dance student with Flamenco
Boston, which holds its classes at Studio@550, and prior to its closing I also took classes at Green Street Studios. I have
lived and worked in the Boston/Cambridge area my entire life, and Central Square has one of the most vibrant
personalities of all the neighborhoods that I have come to know. All of the squares in Cambridge have restaurants, bars
and storefronts, but Central Square has so much more than that. The high concentration of artists, music venues, dance
studios and socials has provided a home for the arts community that is extremely unique. To have so many businesses
and organizations dedicated to the arts clustered together and accessible to the public is truly special and important to
the strength of the community, and is not something that can be easily rebuilt once dispersed. As a hub for the arts
community, these spaces also draw consumers for other businesses in Central Square.
The loss of Green Street Studios was a difficult one, and it would be a shame to see the same happen to Studio@550. I
could go on for many pages describing what dancing means to me personally, and can only imagine how devastated
other members of the dance community were, who rely on these spaces for their livelihood, physical and mental health,
and recreation. It is so important to preserve places like these that bring together people of all races, ages and
backgrounds. So many diverse artists were displaced with the closure of GSS, and many have found new home at
Studio@550. Spaces like Studio@550 need to remain open not only for the existing community but also to inspire and
foster future artists and allow unique cultural neighborhoods like Central Square to thrive.
Thank you so much for your time, and best of luck on your new position!
Best Regards,
Olive Rappoli
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